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1. INTR~DUOTI~N 

The aim of the present note is to extend to fields of arbitrary non-zero 
characteristic the theorem on the connection between characters of the 
center of the universal enveloping algebra of a classical Lie algebra and 
weights of irreducible representations (Theorem 2). Unlike known prece- 
dents we work completely in characteristic p (and do not use reduction 
modulo p from characteristic zero, compare [2], [4], [lo]). Hence for 
characteristics between 2 and the Coxeter number our results are new, 
at least for algebras of type different from A,. At the same time our 
approach is not constructive. 

Three points should be emphasized in the present paper. First, we 
consider our Lie algebras as Lie algebras of algebraic groups. The action 
of the corresponding algebraic group gives to the object under study the 
desired rigidity. Second, our argument, at least at crucial points, is local 
in the sense that it uses only Lie sub-algebras and algebraic sub-groups 
of type Al, normalized by some maximal torus. Third, most assertions 
below are standard and the only points where a result is obtained by an 
argument which seems to be not completely standard are Lemmas 4.2, 
4.3, 5.2. 

Let k be an algebraically closed field of characteristic p> 0, 59 be a 
connected almost-simple algebraic k-group. For an algebraic group X 
we denote by H or by Lie 2 the Lie algebra of Z, endowed with the 
p-operation x + z@l. Let now 3? (resp. M+, x-, Y) be a Bore1 subgroup 
of 53 (resp. the maximal unipotent subgroup of 39, a maximal unipotent 
subgroup opposite to g’, the maximal torus normalizing 93 and M-). 
We suppose (as we can) that all these groups are defined over Hr. Put 
B=Lie a’, N+=Lie M+, N-=Lie Jy^-, T=Lie Y. Let W be the Weyl 
group of B (with respect to Y), and let X(Y) be the character group 
of 5. 

Attention: we denote throughout by the same letter the characters 
of Y (in particular roots of Y in Y and G) and their differentials, eon- 
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sidered as linear forms on T. However e denotes the half sum of the 
positive roots considered as element of X(Y) (when it belongs to X(Y), 
cf. 2.4) and also the linear form equal to the half sum of the differentials 
of all positive roots if p# 2 or the differential of e E X(Y) if e belongs 
to X(Y). The distinction between the former linear form and the differ- 
ential of e E X(Y) is void if 3 is simply connected. 

For a vector space ‘CT over k we put V*=Homk( V, k), S( I’) stands 
for the symmetric algebra of V and k[V] for the ring of polynomials 
on V. We denote by U(H) the universal enveloping algebra of a Lie 
algebra H. Then we have U(G) = U(N-) 8 U(N+) @ U(T). We identify 
U(T)(zS(T)) with k[T*]. Let 2 be the center of U(G). Let further 
j?: U(T) + U(T) be the extension to U(T) of the map t +- t+e(t), t E T 
(which is given in k[T*] by the simpler formula /?(v(A)) = ~(3, + e), 1 E T*, 
47 E k[T*]). If UE U(G) is written in the form u = ~0 + Z;,. u; u;’ q~s with 
e E W’*l(- UP’)), u: E U(N l ) and u; u;’ # 0, we put yi(u) = IJJO. It is a 
map yi: U(G) --f U(T). Set r=/3 o 71. Denote by As the ring of JP- 
invariants of a ring A with an automorphism group .%‘. Our main result: 

THEOREM 1. Let either p#2 or e E X(F). Then y(Zq)= U(T)w and 
y : 29 + U(T)w is a ring isomorphiam. 

Using now results of [3] (Cor. of Th. 3) one can get conditions under 
which 29 is a ring of polynomials (cf. [lo] for more results): 

COROLLARY. If $I da8 not divide nf 1 for A,,, 2 for Bn, c,,, D,,, 6 for 
Ee, ET, Gz, Fa, 30 for Ee then 29 is a ring of polynomials. 

Denote now by X, the character (the homomorphism of 2 into k) of 
the irreducible representation of G with the highest weight 3, ET*. Let 
WA be the stabilizer of the image of 1 in the IV-module T*(k)/T*(&). 

THEOREM 2. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1 one has X,=X, ifl 
p=W(A+e)-e for 8Ome WE WA. 

For any finite-dimensional k-$-module I’ we denote by [V] its image 
in the Grothendieck group of finite-dimensional k- 9-modules. Let MA 
denote an irreducible k- g-module with the highest weight A E X(r), 
the character group of Y. For each il E X(Y), let 7~ denote the reduction 
from characteristic 0 of the standard irreducible module with the highest 
weight A. The results below follow from [a], Th. 5.1. 

THEOREM 3. Let moreover 59 be simply connected. If V is an indecom- 
pomble k-9-module and [VI=2 Icxw, n,[M,] then n,# 0, n,# 0 implies 
that iz+e E w(p+e) (mod p) for some w E W. The module V,I is indecom- 
poeable. In particular, if Horn (VA, Tp) # 0 then I+ e = w(p + e) (mod p) 
for 8ome w 15 W. 

Here e is considered as an element of X(Y). For 9 of type A, 
Theorem 3 is proved in ([2], Th. 3.8). 
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Let now U, denote the universal Z-algebra, described for example in 
[9] and let Vz be a Uz-module which is irreducible as Uz 8 Q module. 
Let Vz be a Uz-submodule in Vz and pi, ~2, . . . , pm be the prime divisors 
of the torsion of Vz/Vz. The next result follows immediately from 
Theorem 3. 

COROLLARY. Let 1, p be the highest weights of U, on V,/Vk. Then there 
exists a sequence of weights of V, il=,ul, . . . . p8=,u and a sequence of primes 

jar,, ***, Pia E (2% e--2 Pm} such that ,u, + e = wj(h+l+e) (mod pt,) for some 
W,E w. 

Our uttermost thanks are due to T. A. Springer who read the manu- 
script snd made a number of corrections and amelioretions. 

We are thankful also to J. E. Humphreys who read a preliminary 
version of the note and asked us to give a complete proof of Theorem 4i 
in Section 3. It led us to more results on the g-module G*, which we 
included here since we thought that they have an independent interest 
and might be used in future research. In particular those results have 
enabled us to drop the assumption of non-degeneracy of the Killing form 
in [ll], Th. 2, cf. Theorem 5 in 3.13. 

2. ON NORMAL AND PATHOLOQICAL BEEAVIOUB 

Three questions are discussed in this Section. First the structure of 
three-dimensional simple subalgebras, normalized by a maximal torus 
(cf. 2.1). Second, the description of the kernel of W on T =Lie Y (cf. 2.3). 
Third, the conditions under which e belongs to T* (cf. 2.4). 

Let Z be the root system of g with respect to Y. Let xa(t), 01 E Z, 
be a parametrization of the root subgroup (isomorphic to G,) of B corre- 
sponding to LY. We ttssume that the parameters t agree with one another 
in the standard manner. For 01 E Z we denote by ga the algebrs,ic sub- 
group of B, generated by xJt) and z-,(t), t E k. Then G& stands for Lie ‘Z?*. 

2.1. ~OPOSITION. i) If Q is nd isomorphic to S0(2n+ l), n> 1 

PGL(2) N SO(3), P&I(~) N SO@), 

then %?a ci SL(2) for all a E C. If C9 N S0(2n+ l), n> 1, then %a E SL(2) 
if oc is a long root and C9a N PGL(2) if OL is a short root. 

ii) If pf2 or B is not isomorphic to S0(2n+ l), then G, N Lie SL(2). 

boor. Let 3 be the universal covering of g. Then the groups @a 
sre simply connected (cf. [7], II, 5.4), i.e. @n N SL(2). Let d be the 
center of 9. If 0 A @&= 1, then the image 9, of @a in C!? is isomorphic 
to 3;,-SL(2). If bn ga#l, then ~/(/?,oL), V~E.Z, i.e. 2(/4 a)/(&, a)~22, 
VP E Z (cf. [9], p. 43). The last condition holds only when 1x is a short 
root of a root system C of type B,, i.e. i) is proved. 
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To prove ii) it is sufficient to note that Lie PClL( 2) N Lie SL(2) if 1, # 2 
and apply i). 

REMARK. In the proof above the center e, the intersection I? n @& 
and all isomorphisms are taken of course in the scheme-theoretic sense. 

2.2. Let us consider now W as acting on T and let &(T) be the set 
of elements of W which act trivially. Let w, stand for the reflection in 
Ix E z. 

LEMMA. T* N X(F) @ k (as W-modules). 

PROOF. Evidently X(Y) @ k has the same dimension as T*. The 
isomorphism is given by the differential (which turns each character of 
Y into a linear form on T). 

2.3. PROPOSITION. i) 1j p# 2 then i&(T) = 1. 
ii) If p=2 and seBp(2n) (n>l), SO(n) (n>6), then &v(T) is the 

abelian normal subgroup of W consisting of ‘<sign changed’. 
iii) If p= 2 and $9 is not isomorphic to any one of the groups from ii), 

then Z,(T)={& l> n W. 

This Proposition is not used in the sequel except for illustrations (cf. 
Sections 8, 9). So we only indicate how the proof can be conducted. 
First of all if w E W is of prime order p, then there exists in Z a w-invariant 
subsystem 2 of type A,-1 on which w acts naturally. Using this fact it 
can be easily checked that w E i&(T) only if p= 2 and q= 2. For 
A&> 2, n # 3) and E,(n = 6, ‘7, 8) the assertion is derived from the sim- 
plicity of a big subgroup of W. Using the result for A, and plates from 
[l] one can check the validity of our assertion in the remaining cases. 

2.4. Let us denote now by Z,Z the lattice of roots and by 17 the lattice 
of weights of Z. Let Q E II be the half-sum of the positive roots and let 
pf denote the lattice, generated by e and ZZ in 17. 

PROPOSI!TION. i) I?= ZZ if Z is of type hm, CL, GM, L, &,+I, 
02, F4, -@a, Es. 

ii) I?=n if z is of type Bm, c4a+1, 6&+2(d>O), ET. 
iii) [fl: zc] = 2, fi#fl if z is of type Azm-l(m 2 2), D4rn+2, Ihm+3(m > 1). 

iv) e E T* if either p# 2 or I? C X(F). 

PROOF. Remark that [Is: ZZ] = 1 or 2 since 2e E ZZ. Then use plates 
from [l] giving the structure of D/Z2 and the expression of e in terms 
of roots. So one obtains i)-iii). To obtain iv) remark that for p= 2 iv) 
follows from 2.2. If p # 2 then 2e E Z.Z @ k and since 2 is invertible in k 
our result is immediate. 
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3. ACTION OF B ON C* 

We assume in this section that either p # 2 or 59 is not isomorphic to 
S0(2n+ l), n> 1. The aim of the section is to establish elementary 
properties of the B-module G*. 

It should be pointed out from the beginning that the properties of 
the B-module G* are close to those of the Lie algebra of the adjoint group. 
Hence our results resemble the results of [7], II. 3.17’, III. 1.10, etc. 
Some additional complications are caused by the absence of a Lie algebra 
structure. 

Let us denote by ,E the root system of B with respect to Y, by z+, 
E, d the system of positive, negative and simple roots corresponding 
to the choice of Bore1 subgroup a. 

We choose a system of Chevalley generators (e,, h,}, OL E 2, for G,. It 
follows from our assumptions on 9 that [e&, e-,] = L, bTa’> 0 and ar(h,) = 2. 
We consider T*, B*, N* as imbedded into G*. Namely T*= {Z E G*: 
Z(N+ @ N-) = 0}, B* = {Z E G* : Z(N+) = 01, N* = {I E G* : Z(B*) = 01. 

For a reductive subgroup X of 9, which contains a maximal torus 
of 99 denote by El* the subspace of G* consisting of Z E G* such that 
Z(e,)= 0 if x&) $2. (This definition, given after T. A. Springer, doesn’t 
depend on the choice of a maximal torus since all such tori are conjugate). 
These embeddings are isomorphisms of the corresponding N9(Y)-, 45, 
a- and X-modules respectively. We say that Z E G* is semi-simple (reap. 
nilpotent) if 9.1 n T* #PI (resp. 8-Z n N*#O). For an 1 E G* a decom- 
position Z = I,+ 1, is called a Jodun decomposition if there exists a g E 99 
such that gel8 E T*, g-En EN* and [g-Z@,)#O implies g-Z,(e*:,)=O]. The 
group iV#) acts on T *. We denote by Zg(T*) the pointwise stabilizer 
of T* (and T) and by r the factor-group Ng(Y)/Z,(T) N W/Zw(T). 
We set Q = (1 E T* C G* : Z(k) # 0, Va E 3 (regular semi-simple elements) 
and Szi = (Z E 52 : SZ # 1, V?,J E p} (strongly regular elements, compare [S]). 
Clearly &(Z) =2&T), VZ E 91. 

Finally, we set P= Spec k[G*]“, and let q~: G* + P be the map induced 
by the inclusion k[G*lg -+ k[G*]. 

THEOREM 4. Suppose that B is almost simple and that either p # 2 or 
B is not &morph& to SO(Zn+l), n>l. Then 

i) The natural map k[G*]g --f k[T*]W induced by the imbedding T* + G* 
is an &morphism of algebras. 

ii) Closed orbits are ~e.c&seZy orbit8 of semi-simple elements. 
iii) An element 1 E G* is nilpoteni i@ P(1) =0 VP E k[G*]g, N* is the 

set of nilpotent elements of B*. 
iv) Every Z E G* admits a unique Jordan decomposition. 
v) (T. A. Springer) For 1 E G* a deunnposition 1 =I,+ 1, is a Jordan 

dempoflitim if ati Only if & ia semi-simple, &, ti ?dpOtt??d a?& &, e &(&)*. 
vi) The complement of 9-Q in G* is a divisor. If $ is simply connected, 

irreducible components of that aieti80r correspond to Zength.9 of mot4 of Z 
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(that is, it is irreducible for 22 of type A,,, D,,, E, and has two irreducible 
wmponenta for Z of type B,, C,,, F4, Gz). 

vii) The support of the Jibers of the map pl: G* + P is irreducible. 
The proof of the Theorem 4 is given in steps. 

3.1. LEMMA. Let 1~ T*. 

i) zG(l) and zg(i) are F-stable. In particular, there exists a closed sub- 
system & c Z such that zG(l) is spanned by T ad erx, OL E &. 

ii) a E Zi if and only if Z(h,) =O. 
iii) &(i) i8 redmtive. 
iv) &$) =J%e %&). 
v) If gZl=Zz for II, 12 EQ and gE ‘23 then g EN&F). 

PROOF. The first assertion of i) is evident, and the second follows 
from the first. If Z(h#)# 0,then e,.l(e-,) #O whence em $Zc(l). If Z(h,)=O; 
then we have e,-Z(h)=Z(Ae,) =0 for all h E T, ed:.Z(ep)=Z(Na.ge,+p)=O for 
/?# -01, e,.Z(e-,)=Z(h,)=O by the assumption. So e,eZ=O in this case 
which proves ii). iii) follows from ii) since by ii) a E & iff - ac E Z;. The 
same argument as in the proof of ii) establishes that za(t) E Z&l) iff 
l(ic,) = 0, whence iv). To prove v) note that by ii) and iv) Z&)“= 
=Z&)” =.F which implies that g E N&F). 

3.2. LEMMA. 9-Q contains an open subset of G*. 

PROOF. By 3.1. ii), T is the kernel of the differential of 7~: 9 x Q + 
--f G*(n(g - I) =g. I) at 1 E &?. Since F is the stabilizer of 1, we are done. 

3.3. LEMMA. For any 1 E G* one JMZS ‘9.1 n B* # $3. 

PROOF. Consider the subset D of G* x S/a of pairs (I’, 99’) such that 
A9 is a Bore1 subgroup and 1’ ([Lie #, Lie &?‘I) = 0. D is evidently closed. 
Since 9/a is complete, the image of D in G* is closed and by 3.2 it is 
open. So D=G* and our assertion follows from the conjugacy of Bore1 
subgroups. 

3.4. LEMMA. If l=.& + 12, 11 E T*, 12 E N*, then 11 belongs to the closure 
of the orbit .T. 1. In particular the closure of any orbit of 59 in G* intemects 
T* and closed orbits consist of semi-simple elements. 

PROOF. The mappings F + F-1 C; G* define a F-invariant mapping 
Z: k[G*] + k[.F] =k[~g, %‘, i = 1,2, . . ., r]. It may be assumed that the 
~-l’s afford negative characters of F (in the ordering defined by a). 
Since the characters of F on N* are also negative we have z(@G*]) C 
c k[zi', i= 1, 2, . . . . r]. 

This means that 3’- + 9-Z C; G* can be extended to a morphism 
ii: @=Spec b[til, i=l, . . . . r] + G*. The point jt(0) is stable under Y 
whence ji(0) E T *. Since ~-II= 11 we have Z(O) =Zi, as asserted by the 
first part of Lemma. The second part follows immediately from 3.3. 

10 Indagationes 
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3.5. PROOF OF i). By Rosenlicht’s theorem [6] there exists an open 
g-stable subset V C G* such that a geometric quotient V/99 exists. By 
3.2 V can be chosen so that M = V n T* C 9. The quotient V n T*/NS(F) 
exists automatically since it is a quotient for the action of the finite 
group w. By 3.4 and 3.1 the embedding M C; V induces isomorphism 
k[ V]g -+ k[M] w. Hence we get an isomorphism Zc(G*)g + k(T*)w of 
fields of rational functions. 

Therefore k[G*]g -+ k[T*]w is injective. The last step is now the same 
as the last step of the proof of Th. II. 3.17’ from [7]. 

3.6. PROOF OF ii). By 3.4 it is sufficient to prove that any orbit 
9.1, 1 E T*, is closed. Suppose that it is not closed. Then 9.1 contains 
a closed orbit ‘?9.&, and by 3.4 we can take 11 E T*. Then 1 and 11 cannot 
be distinguished by polynomials from k[G*]g and by i) by polynomials 
from k[T*]w. This is a contradiction since orbits of the finite group w 
on T* can be distinguished by invariant polynomials, by Serre’s theorem. 

3.7. PROOF OF iii). If I is nilpotent one can assume that 1 E N*. But 
then 0 E Closure of 9.1. Hence R(l)=O, VB E k[G*]“. If 1 E G* and 
R(Z) = 0, VR E ?c[G*]g, one can assume that 1 E B*, I= 11+ 12, l1 E T’*, 
1s E N*. Then 11 E Closure of Y-1. Hence R(ll)= 0, VR E k[T*]W whence 
by Serre’s theorem Ii= 0, that is Z E N* as asserted. 

3.8. PROOF OF iv). By 3.3 one can assume that Z E B*. Let 

If= {cx E z+ : I@,) # O}. 

Let pi, . . . . pm be an ordering of all roots from 17 such that i>j implies 
that the height of & with respect to A is greater than the height of 8. 
We shall conjugate T by xp(t), p E U, so that the value of Z on the new 
e-8 will be zero. Suppose that for i = 1, 2, . . . , m, we achieved the equality 
l(e+J = 0, Vigm, Z(q) = 0, Vy> 0. Set g(t) =xp,,,+I(t). Then 

q(t)% = e, + 2 jZ,V) %+8j3,+, 
Sk-0 

for y # -/$,,+I and g(t)e-pm+, = e-p,,,,, + thg,,,+, -f eg,,,,,. Since /$,,+I > 0 we 
have g(t). 1 E B *. We have further (g(t) .Z)(e+) = 0, i = 1, 2, . . ., m since the 
height of -&+s/?,+i is not negative for s > 1 so that (g(t) .Z)(e+J =Z(e+J 
and by the inductive assumptions Z(e+) = 0. Finally (g(t) .Z)(e-p,,,+J = 
= tZ(hp,+,) + I@-g,,,) and since Z(hp,+, ) # 0 the parameter t can be chosen 
so that (g(tl)l)(e-p,+J -0. This completes the induction step and es- 
tablishes the existence of a Jordan decomposition. 

Unicity is proved in three steps. 
i) If 1 E B*, b E 9Y, Z=Z, +I, is a Jordan decomposition for 1, then 

bsZ=Z implies b.l,=&. 

PROOF. We can assume that Is E T*. Let m= ]{a E z+: l(h,) #O}l. Con- 
sider the map g --f a m which puts into correspondence to b ED the 
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e$coordinates, h(ol)#O, of b-l. We have a) Za(Ze) is the fiber of this map 
over 0 E @‘. b) This map is surjective (it follows from the proof of ex- 
istence of Jordan decomposition since it is proved there that for any 
m-tuple of values {a,} a form I with Z(e,) =a,, Z(h,) #O, can be brought 
into a form with Z(e,) =0 if I(&) # 0). c) It is separable (since Zs(Zs) = 
=Lie Z&Z8)). Hence the induced map a/Z,(Z,) -+ flm is an isomorphism, 
whence our assertion. 

ii) If Z=Z,+Z, is any Jordan decomposition then Z&Z)” C Z,(Z,)‘. 

PROOF. Let A? be a solvable connected subgroup of Z,(Z). Since the 
set of Bore1 subgroups g such that Z([Lie g’, Lie 28’1) = 0 is closed in S/g 
and, consequently, complete, 2 has a fixed point in this set. Hence 2 
normalizes some &Y = g(%‘, I) such that Z( [Lie g’, Lie a]) = 0. In particular, 
2r c Lqsf, I). s ince Z= h.Z= h-l, + h.Z, is a Jordan decomposition for I, 
we have by i), where we put 68==(%‘, I), that h.Z,=Z,. Since Z,(Z)O is 
generated by the connected solvable subgroups which it contains, we 
have our assertion. 

iii) End of the proof of unicity. It follows from 3.1 iii) that 
‘W,(W) C C(JL&)‘=). H ence the groups C(Z,(Z:)“) generate, when Zi 
ranges over the semi-simple parts of Z, a connected commutative subgroup 
of C(Z,(Z)‘). By 3.1 iii) this group, say Y(Z), is of multiplicative type. 
Now 1 is contained in Z&F(Z))* and all Zi belong to &&F(Z))* and are 
stable under [Zg(Y(Z)), Z&F(Z))]. S inoe all nilpotent parts are spanned 
by e,*, where o( is a root of Z&Y-(Z)), we should have from Z, + Z,, = 2: + Zi 
that Z,= Zi. 

3.9. The proof of v) follows immediately from the definition of Jordan 
decomposition and from 3.1 ii), iv). 

3.10. PROOF OF vii). Take Z=Zi+Zs, ZIET*, /ZEN*. By 3.4 the irre- 
ducible set Zi+N* is contained in the same fiber of v as 1. By 3.3, i) and 
the fact that v-invariant polynomials on T” distinguish points of T*, 
we have that the set of points of the fiber of Z is the orbit of Ii+ N* 
under 9. Since 9 x (II + N*) is irreducible we get our assertion. 

3.11. PROOF OF vi). Consider R= TT,,z+ h, as a polynomial on T*. 
Then T* - Q= {I E T* : R(Z) = O}. By i) R can be extended to a g-invariant 
polynomial a E k[G*]. Set si= {X E G* : B(x) # O}. We shall prove that 
fi=g.Q. Certainly 3-Q Cfi. Let us prove that si C 3.9. Take x~6 
and let z =x8+x, be its Jordan decomposition. It can be assumed that 
x8 E T*, x,, E N*. Since 8(x) =8(x8) (by 3.4) we have 8(x8) =&(x8) # 0. 
Hence x8 E $2. By the definition of a Jordan splitting we have x,,= 0, 
whence x EQ. This proves the first part of vi). To prove the second part 
it is sufficient to note that in the case under consideration the set of zeros 
of R is the set of walls of a Weyl chamber. They correspond to roots, 
and roots of equal length are permuted transitively by W. 
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3.11.1. REMARK. It follows from Theorem 4 vi) that a rational 
function having no singularities on the set of all semi-simple elements 
is regular. 

3.12. Let us give now the statement of Th. 2 from [ll], adjusted to 
all characteristics. So take 1 E B* and let Z=Z,+Z,, be its Jordan splitting. 
Let us suppose (by Theorem 4 this is not a restriction), that I&,)#0 
implies In(%) = Zn(e-,) = 0. Put C = {a .5 C: Z(k,) = 0}, &I = E n C&C. Set 
p=*+za>, ke&Lxo ke,. Then P is a parabolic subalgebra in a. 

Let Ur(Q) be the quotient of U(U) by the ideal generated by gr-g[rl- 
- Wgh fl E a. 

THEOREM 6. Let V be a simple Ur(G)-moduZe, V’ be a simple P-sub- 
module of V. Then V= U,(Q) @u,(pl V’. In particular, 

dim V=pdfmN.dim V’, 

v’ is the unique simple p-submodule of V and the dimen.sion of any simple 
U~(t+noduZe ti divisible by p(~r~-~zo~)/z. 

The proof is the same as in [ll] since it uses only the properties a) 
[Z#(hJ#O implies Z,(e,)=Z,(e,)=O] and b) &~LieflL(2). 

4. LEMMAS ON THE STRUCTURE OF 2 

Let 9 be a connected almost simple group. Assume here that either 
e EX(.F) or ~#2. (The case p= 2, Q= S0(2n+ 1) is excluded since 
e $X(Y) in this case, cf. 2.4). 

Let 5? be the center of U(Q), 20 be the subalgebra of 2, generated by 
gr-g[pl, g E U. Then by [12] both 2 and 20 are finitely generated, inte- 
grally closed and g-stable. The map g + gp-g[pl, g E U, commutes with 
the action of 3. 

Let us denote for a sohema X over k by Xp the same schema twisted 
by the Frobenius morphism (the structure sheaf is exponentiated to the 
p-th power). Let us denote by B the quotient field of an integral 
domain A. 

4.1. LE&QvIA. &j N k[Q*p]. 
PROOF. (An explicit isomorphism is given in [ll], Prop. 1.1). Set 

&= (A&+( l))e,= G-h,- e-rr. Then es, a E C, &, OL Ed, form a base of Q. 
We have e!? = c$” = 0, Va E z. By [12], ZO= k[d’- ziDJ, . . ., d- *‘I, 
where {a} is a base of G. So in our case 20 = k[&, oc E X, k, oc E A]. Hence 
Zo=S(crP) N k[G*p] as asserted. 

4.2. LEMMA. Z i.9 sefparable over E0 and [Z: Es] -PT. 
PROOF. Since dim T = r the equation ;Ip -A= ZP with rZ E T’* admits p 

solutions. (Namely the set of solutions is &+ T*(Pp), where Aa is one 
solution). 
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For each such 1 denote by Vi the representation of G with the highest 
weight iz induced (in the sense of [ll], cf. also 3.12) from the one- 
dimensional representation of B given by (h+%)(v) =I(h)v, l% E T, 
Vn E N+. By ([ll], Th. 2) (cf. also Th. 5 in 3.12) v is the only eigenvector 
(up to scalar multiple) for B in VA if 1 E 9. Hence for I ED all VA, 
M--A=@, are irreducible and VA cjz V,, if 2#p, Ap- A=,@-p =B. Since 
they are irreducible we have : dim VA =pdim G-dim B=p@-r)l2. Since they 
are not equivalent and since 9.Q is open (cf. 3.1) we have that the 
separable degree of z over Es is >pr (cf. [ll], [12]). Now by [ll] we 
should have (dim VA)~. [z: &] <pdim G whence our assertion. 

REMARK. In the c@e of a simply connected group ~3 we can avoid 
the use of the complicated Theorem 5. Namely, by existence of the 
Steinberg representation (of dimension pdim o-dim s) we conclude that 
the dimension of representations in general position is >pdim G-alms. 
On the other hand the same argument as above shows that the separable 
degree of z over 20 is >pr, whence our assertion, 

4.3. We study here the action of W on points of Spec 2 over 
Qr C Spec 20. As in 4.2 we consider those points as representations VA 
with the highest weight il E T*, k -A E Qr. (Recall that the VA are induced 
from one-dimensional representations.) The action of $3 on representations 
is given by D(Z) = P(gzg-l), where F: G + Horn (V, V) is some repre- 
sentation. In our case Y enters into the stabilizers of all points of Qr 
whence the action of Ns(Y) factors to an action of W. We shall write 
V?A for the image of VA under w E IV. (The proof below shows the sense 
of this notation.) For w E W set Z(w) = {a E Z+: w-1 01 E Z-1 and 

s(w)= 2 a. 
atmo) 

LEMMA. 

a) g-l=w.l-s(w) 
b) s(w)=e--w.e 
c) if w E Zw(T) then g.1=3L, VA E T*. 

PROOF. We shall write VA,, to emphasize the dependence of VA on B. 
Then w E W moves Vk, into VW& Ew. Indeed, if v is a highest vector 
for B in VA,~, then (t+n)v=A(t)v for tcT, HEN+. Hence(w(t+n)w-l)v= 
=n(t) -v in V,A,B~ whence our assertion. 

The space VwkBw has a unique (up to collinearity) eigenvector for B 
(since 8 = 0, Va in our case). So VW& p N VA(~).B for some J(w) E T*. 
Let v be a non-zero eigenveotor for Bw in VW& #. It is evident (and easy 
to check) that (JJarZtwj e”-‘) v is a non-zero eigenvector for B in Vd B’. 
Then we have t(jlaaz.(w) de1 v) = (w-~---~~~(~) a) (t) (‘,zcw, eP,-’ VI, 
whence w.il=l(w) = cu. iz --s(w), i.e. a) is proved. b) is easily proved by 
the induction beginning with s(w,) = oc = e - wa. Q. c) follows immediately 
from a) and b). 
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4.4. LEMMA. [zg:i?$@j=pr. 
PROOF. The imbedding 20 G Z induces a finite 9?-morphism 

9’: Spec Z + Spec 20. 

By 4.2 it is separable of degree ~2. Since (cf. 4.3 c) the stabilizer of 1 E 91, 
acts trivially in the fiber over 1 and since 9.91 is open in G*, the 
morphism of the orbit spaces (in Rosenlicht’s sense [S]) is also separable 
and of the same degree as v. 

4.5. LEMMA. The algebras Z g, Z,f?, U(T)w, (U(T) n Zo)W are inte- 
grally closed. 

PROOF. We shall prove the general assertion: let A be an integrally 
closed ring and %? a group of automorphisms. Then A* is integrally 
closed. 

Take d from the integral closure of A*. Then d E A*. Since A is 
integrally closed, we have d E A. Therefore d E A n AS = A. q.e.d. 

4.6. LEMMA. i) Zf =Zf. 
- 

ii) Zs=ZS. 

PROOF. Since ZO = k[G*P], part i) follows from the evident fact : 
Let V be a vector space (in our case V= G*) and f a rational function 

on V invariant under a connected linear group having only trivial charac- 
ters. Then f is a quotient of two invariant polynomials. 

Let us prove ii). Let A be the integral closure of Zf in Zg. Since Z 
is integrally closed we have A C 8. Hence A C Z n iifs = Zg, i.e., A C Zg 
Therefore 2 _C ZS. On the other hand B=Za (since the quotient field 
of the integral closure in a finite extension @g/Z: in our case) is that 
extension). Adding to the last two relations the evident one B C Zg 
we get 

BCZ~CP=A 

whence our assertion. 

4.7. LEMMA. ZO and Zg generate Z. 

PROOF. Let Zr be the subalgebra of Z generated by ZO and Zg. The 
inclusions ZO G Zr G Z induce finite separable morphisms 

Spec Z J% Spec Zr -5 Spec ZCJ. 

Take x: E ~;‘(~?.QI) C Spec ZI. Let {XI, . . . . znt}=pl,‘(z), y=~l&). By 
Theorem 4 i) and Rosenlicht’s theorem regular invariants distinguish 
orbits in general position on Spec Z. Now Zg C Zr, XI, . .., xm, are con- 
tained in one orbit. Hence C!Iz (the stabilizer of 2) permutes them transi- 
tively. Evidently 59% C ~29~. Since by 4.3. c) 5Yv acts trivially on the fiber 
over y of q.72 o q~r, the same is true for ‘?Y%. Hence nz= 1 aa asserted. 
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5. LEMMAS ON y 

We assume here that either e E X(F) or I># 2. 

5.1. LEMMA. y: U(G)r --+ U(T) is a homomorphism of algebras. 

PROOF. It is sufficient to prove that yi is a homomorphism since 
evidently B is one. Let ~122 E U(G) and tzc t-1 =a, Ft E F. Then 

(The sum is taken over m > 0, since z( has zero weight with respect to .F 
and therefore if it contains some ep, p> 0, it should be compensated by 
some e,., y < 0). We have 

21.22=~1(~)~2(~)+~1(~) ~GP2,r+,m+~e~P1,,,m~2(2) 

+ 26 PI ,a,me~P2,~,p. 

Obviously 

and also 
yl( I: eZ PI,,, m q2(l)) = 0. 

m>O 

Let us consider yl(e2P1,,,,ejP2,p,4) w h ere 0~x0, ,!?<O, m>O. To compute 
it we should bring it into the form xu9: u: v#). Obviously we shall have 
then a sum of expressions of the form ed, Pa,d, where d > k> 0. Hence 
yl(e~Pl,,,me~P2,B,p)=0. Therefore yl(xlz2)=~1(~).~2(n)=yl(zl)~yl(z2). 

5.2. LEMMA. For nzu E N&F), a representative of w E W, we have 
y(%Jzn,l) = w(y(z)) w-1 f or all z E 8. In particular, y(ZN~‘r’) C U(T)w. 

PROOF. Let z=To(~)+~u; &~&)EZ, &- ui+ #O. Then z acts as a 
scalar multiple of the identity operator upon VA, M-1 E 0~ (since VA is 
irreducible). We denote the image of z by X,(X) *id. If v is a highest weight 
vector for VA, then we evidently have z.v=~~(il)v+ (terms, containing 
only ~Jx,>o. d- e,“av). So we have X,(X) =c&L) = y(z). Our assertion 
follows now from Lemma 4.3 a), b). Namely by this Lemma and remark 
above, ~zn~‘=~~(ur.2)+~~~i+~*(1), 6-fi$#O, and w*A=w(jl+e)-e. 

5.3. LEMMA. y : 23 2 U(T)w is a monomorphism of algebras. 

PROOF. By 5.2, ~(2~) C U(T)w and by 5.1, y is a homomorphism. 
It remains to prove that y(z) = 0, z E 29, implies z = 0. By Theorem 4 i), 
k[G*]y” -+ k[T*]‘+’ is a monomorphism. Since 20 N k[G*p] (cf. 4.1) and 
since y coincides with yi (that is, with the restriction homomorphism) 
on 20, we get that y is a monomorphism on Zr. Take now z E 29, z # 0, 
and set m =pr. Since [Z -9 : Zf] = m, z satisfies an equation -2m + . . . + am = 0, 
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aa # 0, ai E 2:. Applying y to that equation we get by 5.1 the equation 
I2%4$(~” = 0. s ince y(a,)# 0 (as shown above), we have @)#O as 

5.4. LEMMA. y(Zyf) = U(T)w. 

PROOF. By Zassenhaus’ theorem [12], U(T) is integral over U(T) n 20. 
Hence (cf. 4.6) U(T)w is integral over (U(T) n 20)s’. By Theorem 4 i) 
and since y coincides with the restriction homomorphism on 20 we have 
(U(T) n Zc)w=y(Z~). Hence U(T)w is integral over r(Z,$. Since 23 is 
integral over Zr, U(T)" is integral over ~(29). Evidently 

[U(T)F (U(T) n ZO)~]Q~. 

From 4.4, 4.6 and 5.3 we get U(T)w=y(Zg). Since both U(T)w and 
r(Zg) are integrally closed we get U(T)w= y(Zg) as desired. 

6. PROOF OF THEOREMS 1, 2 AND COROLLARY TO THEOREM 1 

6.1. Theorem 1 is contained in 6.1, 5.4. 

6.2. PROOF OF COROLLARY TO THEOREM 1. Under the assumptions 
of that corollary the W-module T is irreducible and therefore it is iso- 
morphic to the reduction modulo p of the W-module of weights of C. 
By [3] (Cor. of Th. 3) the symmetric algebra over the latter module is 
an algebra of polynomials. These two statements together give our 
Corollary. 

6.3. PROOF OF THEOREM 2. If p= w(l+e)-e, w E WA, then %A and 
xP coincide on 29 and on 20. Therefore the equality %n = x,, follows from 4.7. 

Suppose that %A =&. By Theorem 1 and since regular invariants dis- 
tinguish orbits of finite group on an affine variety, we get p = w(A + e) - e 
w E W. Let us extend A and p from T to U(T). Since e(T(&,)) CEP and 
w.e(T(P,)) cl&, the equality w.i2=~ holds on U(T) n 20. Restricting 
%A=%,, to 20 we see ;2=~= w(A) on U(T) n 20, which implies that w E WA. 

7. REDURK ON THE EXTENSION @/Zg 

Suppose that $9 is connected, almoit simple and simply connected. 
We shall show that the extension zg of zf is not Galois if either p # 2 
or B * #L(2). 

Indeed the extension U(T)/- is normal and 

I'= Gal (U(T)/U(T) n&,)z T*(&J 

and consists of mappings h E T --f h + Z(h), 1 E T*(&,). (It should be recalled 
that U(T) n 20 is generated by M-h, h E T(l3,)). The Weyl group W 
acts on F=T*(l&). Therefore TX W is an “extended Weyl group”. We 
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have r x W=Gal (m/(U(Z’) n 20)s’). Since W is not a normal sub- 
group of P x W, both extension8 U(T)w/( U(T) A Zc)w =z”/Zf are not 
normal. 

However, in the case 2, = 2, S=&(2) the group acts trivially upon P 
whence the extension ia normal. But this was clear from the outset since 
[E”: zf] = 2 and g”/zf is separable in this case. 

8. REMOVING THE ASBUMPTION Q E T* 
We discuss below what happens in the case of algebras Lie g excluded 

in the preceding sections. In this Section we assume p# 2 or 9 is not 
isomorphic to #O( 2n + 1). 

8.1. Theorems 1 and 2 have no sense if e # T*. However, their atate- 
ments could be corrected so that they would make sense. Namely, let 
us take yi in place of y and define the action of lV on U(T) CT k[T*] 
by the formula w.~~=w.~--s(w). Then a corrected version of Theorem 1 is 

THEOREM 1 BIS. If p# 2 or B is not i8omcr~hic to SO(2nf l), then 
yl(Zg) = U(T)w and yl: 2s + U(T)y is an ieomorphism. 

The proof is the same as that of Theorem 1. However, Lemmas 4.4, 
4.7 do not hold in general. To get the result it is sufficient yet to note 
that [g”: zf]= [U(T)?: (U(T) r? &)y] by Lemmas 4.3, 5.2. So 6.4 goes 
through. 

8.2. If e E X(Y) and Zw(T)# 1, the action of Zw(T) given by 
3. + w .&-B(W) induce8 a nontrivial action of &(T) on the fibers of 
Spec 2 + Spec Zc. By 2.3, 2.4 the group P&.@d+ 2), d> 1, can be taken 
as example. We have Zw(T)={& l}, w.1=iz-2e. By [l], plate III, 
2e=(4d+1)(2d+l)oln~2X(~),whence2e#O.Henceil-tiZ-anisanon- 
trivial action of Zw(T) in the fiber over ;1p -1 E a. So [zg: gf] = 2+1. 
The corrected veraion of Theorem 2 is 

THEOREM 2 m3. Acwume that p#2 or Q cf= S0(2n+ 1). 

a) If XA=X,, then p=w.3.-Q(W), WE WA. 
b) If WE WA, p=w.A-s(w), then either x~=x,, or XI+=&,. 
c) If either Z,(T) = 1 or e E X(T) the we XL~~=X~ in b) canrwt occur. 

9. THE CASE 1p=2, B N S0(2n+l) 

9.1. For S0(2n+ 1) the whole picture gets distorted already in 
Section 3. Namely 3.2 does not hold, that is, semi-simple elements do 
not form an open set and Sections 4 and 6 could not be even approached. 
And for good re88on since it can be easily seen that q = x short e-,e, 
(Casimir element) belong8 to 2. The extension i&(q) of 20 is clearly purely 
inseparable (since q2 E 20). 
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To prove that q E 2 let us remark that q commutes with all es, /? short, 
and q is invariant under iVg(Y). Since Ng(Y) acts transitively on long 
roots it is sufficient to check that [es, q] = 0 for some long ,6 E Z. So we 
can assume 9’=PSp(4), ,!?=orz, q=e-O1e,,+e-,,-,,e,,+,. We have [e+ 
e,,+%]=O. Hence [em,, q]=e-,,e,,+.,+e-,,e,,+,,=O, as asserted. 

It is easy to check that also q E Zg. 

9.2. The proof of Theorem 2 from [ll] does not go through for G 
since there is an induction based on Lie SL(2). 

For Lie PGL(2) irreducible representations with a linear form E such 
that Z(e,) = Z(e-,) = 0 h ave dimension one (led, e-,} is an ideal and goes 
into zero). So in 4.2 we would have dim V~=p-r+dimN which, together 
with the non-openness of 9-Q, is an obstruction to our proof. 

9.3. The next interesting point is that U(T)y= (U(T) n Za)W. To 
show this let us remark first that Zw(T)=(w,, LY short) (cf. [I], table II). 
Since X(Y) = ZZ and ZC= 2, sh,,rt Z,a in our case it follows that Zw(T) 
acts transitively on the fiber over 1 E q of the (separable) map: 
Spec U(T) + Spec (U(T) n 2s). So the degree of 

Spec U(T)y+ Spec (U(T) r7 20) 

is one as asserted. 

9.4. To sum up the deviations of S0(2n+ 1) for p= 2 (about which 
we know) we have 

a) The G,, u short, are Lie PGL(2). 
b) g.52 is not open in G*. 
c) 2 is not separable over 20. 
d) yi: 2s --f U(T) has a non-trivial kernel. 
e) U(T)-W C U(T) n 20. 
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